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Space Flight Awareness Award for SpaceX Demo-2
TPS Anomaly Support Includes ATOM-4 Arc Jet
Complex Crew
By Jeffrey Mach, Site Manager - Sierra Lobo, Inc.,
Engineering Supervisor - Information, Data, Instrumentation, and Controls
After the first crewed SpaceX Dragon capsule
“Endeavour” returned to Earth on the Demo 2
mission, inspection of the heat shield found
greater than expected erosion around the
connection points where the Dragon rests atop
and is connected to its “trunk” (solar panel
covered unpressurized cargo storage, which is
jettisoned prior to entry).
SpaceX rapidly developed an upgrade to the
tension tie and surrounding compression pad to
improve the seal durability. To ensure that the
modification would work when exposed to the
heat and pressure of reentry, SpaceX brought a
high-fidelity model replicating the pad, tie, and
their seals to the NASA Ames Research Center,
where it was tested in the Interaction Heating
Facility of the Arc Jet Complex, less than 2
months after the Demo 2 splashdown.
The Arc Jet Complex is staffed by NASA and
the Aerospace Test Operations and Facility
Maintenance (ATOM-4) contract, including
Sierra Lobo. The testing was successful, and
the upgrade was applied to the Crew 1 capsule
“Resilience” with minimal impact to the launch
schedule.

NHQ202008020040

Photo by NASA/Bill Ingalls

Above: The SpaceX Crew Dragon Endeavor spacecraft on the Space X GO
Navigator recovery ship, shortly after landing August 2, 2020.

(Continued on page 6)
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Corporate News

A Note from our Chief Operating Officer, Daniel R. Lowe

Dear Sierra Lobo Team,
This year will be a year of growth as we start several new contracts, including
the NASA White Sands Test Facility TEST3 contract. These new opportunities
allow us to improve our systems and processes, grow new skills and capabilities,
and support new customer missions. Each and every one of you will play an important role in our success.
Our core values acknowledge our employees as the foundation for our success
and include Integrity, Trust, and Focus on Excellence.
In this newsletter, we have provided highlights of our people, products, and
services. Please feel free to reach out to management or myself with feedback.
Sincerely yours,

Daniel R. Lowe

Above: Daniel R. Lowe, Chief
Operating Officer, SLI. (Photo
credit: SLI)

Corporate News

Spreading Holiday Cheer
The holiday season is a happy and joyous time of the year for nearly everyone. However,
if you are a family struggling just to put food on the table, it can be a challenging time.
Sandy Kordupel (Corporate Administrative Assistant) works with the Salvation Army’s
program sponsor, on behalf of Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) and its employees. SLI’s Milan Office
and the Technology Development and Engineering Center (TDEC) supported the
Salvation Army this year by donating toys (for various ages), coats, hats, and gloves
(various sizes), as well as enough food to feed four families this year. The gifts that the
children received should have helped make for a joyous holiday, and the food donated
helped ensure they enjoyed a marvelous dinner.
Many thanks to the SLI employees who helped with their numerous donations. A special thanks this year to Angie and
Tony Skaff who gave a lot of their personal time to purchase the various toys and clothing for the children, the food for
the families, as well as delivering all the items to the Salvation Army on behalf of SLI.
Again, the employees at Sierra Lobo have outdone themselves with their generosity in donating to the families that are in
dire need. The SLI employees know that the true meaning of the holiday season is to give to the less fortunate in our
communities.
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Jeff’s Quality Corner
REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT - The Effective Use of a Requirements Document

In this issue, we will discuss the use of a Requirements Document to ensure the effective management of requirements.
The Requirements Document is used to manage the requirements of a
project and to identify inconsistencies between those requirements and
the project’s plans and work products. The requirements should be reviewed with the requirements provider (usually the customer) to resolve
issues and prevent misunderstanding before the requirements are incorporated into the project’s plans. Once the requirements provider and receiver reach an agreement, commitment to
the requirements is obtained by the project participants. The Project Manager incorporates
changes to the requirements as they evolve and identifies any inconsistencies that occur
among the plans, work products, and requirements. Bidirectional traceability between the
source requirements and all product and product component requirements is also maintained
in the requirements document.
The requirements are listed and judged/validated based on five criteria. (The following guidance is based on information from “Applied Space Systems Engineering” by Larson, Kirkpatrick,
Sellers, Thomas, and Verma.)

Above: Jeff Sultzbaugh,
Director of Contracts and
Purchasing, SLI. (Photo
credit: SLI)

Achievable: A requirement must be realistic. Early project assessments should focus on technology readiness levels to ensure that there are enough resources to mature enabling technologies in pace with overall system development. This normally involves iteration and negotiation; the project objectives must be appropriately balanced
with available resources and risk posture. Detailed assessments of achievability require extensive modeling and simulation
and other requirements-engineering techniques.
Definitive: Each requirement must precisely address one and only one aspect of the system design or performance. It must
be unambiguous, with only one possible meaning. It must be complete and contain all mission profiles, operational and
maintenance concepts, environments, and constraints. All information necessary to understand the customer’s need must
be there. It must be expressed in terms of need, not solution; that is, it should address the “why” and “what” of the need,
not how to meet it.
Integral: The requirements set should be complete and all-encompassing. Missing requirements lead to missing functionality.
Logical: Top-level requirements should fit within the context of the system. Lower-level requirements should follow logically from and support higher-level requirements. This order is consistent with a well-defined requirements traceability process that supports the interrelationship between and among requirements.
Verifiable: The expected performance and functional utility are expressed so that eventual verification is objective, and
preferably quantitative. Such words as “excessive”, “sufficient”, “resistant”, and other non-quantifiable terms are not easily
verifiable. The verification activity must also be practical. For example, a mean time between failure requirement of two
years for an ion rocket engine may not be practical to verify by demonstration if there are only a few months available for
development.
Good Requirement? (Y/N): If the requirement does not meet all five criteria, then an action must be listed in order to possibly redefine the requirement with the Customer so that the criteria can be met. Or, this may include addressing the issue
in an action items list, elevating the requirement to the risk log, etc. Each requirement is to be verified by the Project Manager (shows compliance with the requirement description) and is performed prior to the validation process. The requirements are validated at the end of the project by the Project Manager (meets the intended purpose based on stakeholder
expectations).
Successfully defining, documenting, communicating, and verifying requirements are all critical to achieving consistently excellent customer satisfaction.
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Airborne Testing of Sierra Lobo’s Infrared Camera
Article by Phil Putman, Manager, Advanced Projects

In October, Sierra Lobo conducted the first airborne test
of its long-wave infrared camera. The camera is being
developed to be carried by small satellites to perform sea
surface temperature measurements in coastal areas. The
flight path followed the shoreline of Lake Erie as well as
spending time over inland waterways and roads.
Co-op student Caden Hillis and Electrical Engineer Cody
Kornowski accompanied the camera on the test flight.
Images were recorded at a rate of 30 frames per second,
creating a significant amount of overlap that can be used
to improve the effective resolution of the images.
Applying this method to images taken at an orbit altitude
of 500 km is expected to provide an effective ground
resolution better than 10 m.
Test flights will continue in January with modifications to
the camera to improve the quality of the raw images. The
project is funded by the Office of Naval Research.

Caden Hillis controls the camera during the flight.
(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: October 16th Flight Path
(Photo Credit: FlightAware)
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Development of a Robot Arm for the Foras Promineo
Mission
Article by Phil Putman, Manager, Advanced Projects

Sierra Lobo is working with Perkins High School to
complete a CubeSat, Foras Promineo, that will be
launched in 2023. The Foras Promineo mission will
grow the public’s interest in space while demonstrating technologies that are relevant to satellite servicing.
It will accomplish these goals by allowing users anywhere on the planet to upload code to the spacecraft
via a web portal. The code will then control the arm
semi-autonomously. Perkins High School and Sierra
Lobo are also exploring making real-time play possible
during ground station contacts.

Above: Current version of the robot arm will be made of aluminum
instead of plastic. (Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Original satellite and robot arm concept (flight arm
will be made of aluminum) (Photo Credit: SLI)

The payload of the CubeSat is a microgravity version of
Skeeball played by a robot arm. The arm must be very
small to be able to operate in the limited volume of the
CubeSat. For this purpose, Sierra Lobo created an arm
with a novel configuration. The arm is now being playtested by Perkins students to improve the arm design
and develop game mechanics. The arm is controlled by
a computer that uses a camera to track game balls floating in the game area. Students are also currently working on claw designs for use on the end of the arm.

Above: Image from payload computer tracking
game balls (Photo Credit: SLI)
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SLI Finishes SBIR Phase I Development
of a Cryogenic Reaction Control System
Article by Ama R. Carney, Thermal/Fluid Analyst

In November, researchers at TDEC completed Phase I of their NASA SBIR investigating a novel cryogenic rechargeable Reaction Control System (RCS). These rechargeable systems are needed for long duration, cryogenically propellant space missions, like those to the Moon or Mars, due to launch volume and mass constraints which eliminate using larger tanks with traditional RCS propellants.
The investigated concept uses both the waste heat and cooling capacity of a cryocooler to act as a thermal pump
and transfer propellant between a main propellant tank, vaporizer tank, and RCS tank. Propellant is heated or cooled
as needed in both the vaporizer and RCS tanks enabling no vent fill scenarios and eliminating the need for cryogenic
and/or high pressure pumps. In turn, this reduces propellant waste when compared to other rechargeable, cryogenic
Reaction Control Systems which do not have no-vent fill capabilities.
A system level model was built and used to determine system performance and conduct various trade studies. Preliminary testing was performed which offered key insights for Phase II efforts and demonstrated control of nitrogen
entering and exiting the nucleate boiling regime. A Thermal Desktop model of the test setup was built and verified
by the test results.

ATOM-4 ARC

Sli Team Members and ATOM Team Receive
Space Flight Awareness Team Award
Continued
For their effectiveness and efficiency in dealing with a potential threat to the integrity of the
Dragon Capsule heat shield, the combined SpaceX, NASA, and ATOM team was awarded a
Space Flight Awareness Team Award.
On the citation:

Photo Credit: NASA

“The combination NASA, civil servant, contractor, and commercial partner team is recognized
for exceptional contributions to the investigation and redesign effort following the SpaceX
Demo-2 thermal protection system anomaly. This redesign effort has given the NASA
astronaut crew a more robust and safer vehicle for return through the Earth’s atmosphere.”

Included in the ATOM team members receiving the award were Sierra Lobo’s John Anacleto, Roy Arakaki, Duy
Nguyen, Thoth Nowland, Haneo Shim, Felix Vazquez, Thien-Ly Vu, and Jacob Weiland.
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Test Evaluation and Support Team 3 (TEST3)
NASA White Sands Test Facility
SLI Sponsors Night of Flight Event

On December 2, 2021, Sierra Lobo sponsored and attended the NASA Johnson Space Center Small Business Council
Night of Flight Event at the Lone Star Flight Museum,
Houston, Texas.
The event brought small and large businesses together to network and spark excitement about doing work in Houston at NASA. Attendees enjoyed
hors d’oeuvres while exploring what the Flight Museum has on display throughout the facility. Our
TEST3 Major Subcontractor, Wolf Creek Federal Services, Inc., also sponsored and attended the event.

Pictured left to right, SLI was represented by Richard
Jackson (SLI Consultant), Charles Scales (Business Development), Mary Thompson (Business Development Operations Manager), George Satornino (CEO), and Phil Putman (Manager, Advanced Projects). (Photo Credit: SLI)
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SLI CMOE Team Supports National Transonic Facility
Test 233 Team for Orion Crew Capsule
By Kay Corr, Program Manager and CMOE FODD Supervisor

The National Transonic Facility is located at NASA Langley Research Center. The facility is described as “The world’s largest
pressurized cryogenic wind tunnel, the National Transonic Facility (NTF), possesses unique capabilities to duplicate actual
flight conditions. The NTF supports advanced aerodynamic concept development and assessment, advanced
computational fluid dynamics tool validation, and risk reduction for vehicle development.” Recently, Chris Cramer of
Sierra Lobo performed the lead test engineer role for NTF Test 233 for the Orion Crew Capsule. The team involved in
T233 is comprised of CMOE and NASA employees. This team and the facility are pictured below.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Photo credit: Gary Beacham

Photo credit: Gary Beacham

Members of Sierra Lobo Team supporting the NTF:
Chris Cramer is a Test Engineer. He is responsible for interacting with the customer to understand their test goals and data requirements. He will prepare a test plan and coordinate the efforts of the other facility staff to work towards meeting
these customers’ expectations for a successful test. Afterwards, he is responsible for ultimately
ensuring the final test package is delivered to the customer and up to NASA’s standard for
quality assurance.
Gary Beacham is a Plant Systems Engineering Technician. He will maintain, repair and operate the wind tunnel and conduct preventive maintenance inspections. Gary is also the
Facility Environmental Coordinator. In this role Gary maintains an inventory of over 1800
items, performs weekly inspections of seven Satellite Accumulation Areas, and performs
monthly inspections on nine Flammable lockers throughout the Facility.
Roy Neff and Andy Goldstein are NTF’s Plant Systems Crew Chiefs. They are the leaders of
the Plant Systems group who are responsible for maintaining, repairing, and operating the
wind tunnel. They have knowledge of every mechanical system in service at the wind tunnel. Andy Goldstein is also a lead technician at the Liquid Nitrogen Plant that is also a part
of the NTF Complex. There, he is also responsible for maintaining, repairing and operating
the plant that produces the N2 required for cryogenic operations.
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CMOE Contract: NASA Langley Research Center
Center Maintenance, Operations, and Engineering (CMOE)

LaRC employee Derry Mace Retires

Retirement
With 44 years at NASA Langley Research Center, William
“Derry” Mace has retired on September 3, 2021. His rewarding career was full of achievements and contributions to the NASA mission. As with each of his endeavors, Derry has a “strategic plan” for his retirement to include rest, relax, repeat. Derry began his career analyzing
flight loads experienced by commercial airliners, then
moved on to a very rewarding experience as data manager for the F-106 Storm Hazards project which studied the
effects of lightning strikes on aircraft. That project moved
him to the 14x22 Subsonic Wind Tunnel where he remained for 32 years supporting laser velocimetry, laser
flow visualization, and high-speed data acquisition techniques.
Derry is recognized by his peers and customers for his
commitment and professionalism. He loved to learn and
to teach others. In a letter of appreciation to Derry, Dr.
Oliver D. Wong of the U.S. Army Combat Capabilities Development Command wrote, “Your expertise in dynamic
data acquisition, conventional ad non-intrusive diagnostics has always been a key element in the success of every
test.” Susan A. Gorton of the NASA Revolutionary Vertical
Lift Project wrote, “We greatly appreciate the many contributions you have made to advance vertical lift technology with extraordinary expertise in optical measurements
and dynamic data acquisition across the project and with
our Army partners.”
In retirement, Derry remains busy as the lead sound technician for his church and school. He, his wife Mary, and
their Red Heeler Tyson plan to spend their time traveling,
camping, hiking, and doing whatever else Tyson wants!

Photos provided by Derry Mace
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MEDALS Contract: NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Multi-divisional Engineering, Design, Analysis Lab-wide Support (MEDALS)

TDEC West and East Collaborate on
Near Earth Object Surveyor Project Support
by Chris D. Smith, SLI MEDALS, Program Manager
The SLI TDEC-West office in Pasadena, CA, was awarded a contract to support the development of hardware for
the testing of key detector components for the Near Earth Object (NEO) Surveyor space telescope. The goal of
the mission is to identify more than 2/3 of the near-Earth objects 140 meters or larger over a 5-year period. This
is the size of an asteroid or comet capable of causing major regional damage if
it were to impact Earth. This science instrument, capable of detecting these
objects and determining their orbits, comprises a 50 cm aperture telescope
with infrared detectors cooled to 40 Kelvin and operating in the 4.0-5.2um and
6-10um spectral bands.
In order to test the operation of the detectors and their respective electronics
and cabling at these low temperatures, a Dewar (cryogenically cooled vacuum
chamber) needed to be designed and built. SLI was awarded a contract by the
University of Arizona to develop, fabricate, and test this hardware for this purpose. Shortly into the effort, it was determined that the proposed concept
would not be suitable for the optimal hardware test configuration. SLI staff
responded with a highly adaptable custom Dewar that would allow the customer to more easily rig and instrument the various articles under test.

CAD Layout of the NEO Surveyor Test
Dewar, Vacuum System, and Electronics
(Photo credit: SLI)

After months of design refinement, the Dewar was fabricated
in the TDEC East facility in Milan, OH, and is currently undergoing leak testing. Engineers from TDEC East have also supported
thermal analysis of the chamber, shrouds, and heat straps,
which were also produced at the Milan facility.

NEO Surveyor Test Dewar
(Photo credit: SLI)

All piece parts have been fabricated and commercial hardware
procured. The test apparatus awaits assembly and test prior to
delivery to the University of Arizona.
Heat Straps in Fabrication at TDEC East
(Photo credit: SLI)
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RTES Contract: Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB)
Rocket Technology Engineering Services (RTES)
Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) Rocket Lab

Dr. Robert Jensen Elected Associate Fellow of the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA)
Dr. Robert Jensen has been elected to the Class of
2022 Associate Fellows of the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA). His formal induction will take place during the Associate Fellows
Recognition Ceremony at the AIAA Science and Technology Forum and Exposition January 3rd, 2022, in San
Diego, California.
The grade of associate fellow recognizes individuals
“who have accomplished or been in charge of important engineering or scientific work, or who have
done original work of outstanding merit, or who have
otherwise made outstanding contributions to the arts,
sciences, or technology of aeronautics or astronautics.”
133 individuals were selected, for the class of 2022,
from nearly 30,000 AIAA members spanning 91 countries. Only 8,200 distinguished persons have been bestowed this Honor since the inception of the award.
“AIAA Associate Fellows, as a group, are committed to
pushing boundaries and testing new theories, resulting
in the best ideas that can help transform aerospace
across industry, academia, and government,” said Dan
Dumbacher, AIAA executive director.
Dr. Jensen has had a noteworthy impact on rocket propulsion research and development over his 45-year
career. Perhaps his most enduring work has been his
contributions to two guidelines for combustion stability verification of rocket engines: the internationallyrecognized Chemical Propulsion Information Agency
Publication 655 (1997) and its much expanded replacement, to be released in 2022.
His work has contributed to the success of many rocket engines and combustion devices including the XLR132, the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME), the RS27A, the RS-68, and the Hydrocarbon Boost preburner.
Dr. Robert Jensen mentors junior engineers at the AFRL Rocket
His timely resolution of the XLR-132 combustion staLab’s Heritage Room external displays.
bility problems enabled the program to avoid an extensive development delay. His work on the RS-27A
nozzle and mixture ratio anomaly resolution teams was
recognized by Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne Eagle Awards. Furthermore, Dr. Jensen’s insights regarding injector performance-related, design features were instrumental in the successful development of the RS-68 engine.
Beyond large engines, he has provided essential expertise on several small thruster-class engine development efforts. In
particular, he resolved a thruster combustion dynamics anomaly allowing system production and fielding. In view of these
and other similar efforts, he was selected as a Boeing Rocketdyne Associate Technical Fellow in 2004.
(Continued on page 15)
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RTES Contract: Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB)
Rocket Technology Engineering Services (RTES)
Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) Rocket Lab

AFRL Promotes ‘One Lab, Two Services’ at Space Symposium
By Leslie Heck, Air Force Research Laboratory Public Affairs | Published Sep 9, 2021
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. (AFRL) – Air Force Research Laboratory Commander Maj. Gen. Heather Pringle and other AFRL
subject matter experts gathered to connect with the space community at the Space Foundation’s 36th National Space Symposium in Colorado Springs August 23-27.
Space Foundation Chief Executive Officer, retired U.S. Navy Rear Admiral Thomas E. Zelibor, opened the annual symposium,
which was last hosted in April 2019 after organizers postponed the event twice due to COVID-19.
“We’re back, right where we belong, ready to showcase the people, ideas and organizations that are driving the era of access
and opportunity in the global space ecosystem,” Zelibor said.
He reflected on the changes within the space community since the last symposium, including the increase in orbiting satellites and surveying Rovers for Mars, the U.S. Space Force and Space Command’s operational status and “the doors of commercial space flight hav[ing] been opened wide by industry.”
The symposium saw its own advancements this year, as this was the first time the event was hosted virtually on a global scale
with most of the proceedings livestreamed. For those attending in-person, a newly built, state-of-the-art conference hall
more than doubled the event space, which offered the symposium’s most expansive exhibitor hall in the event’s history, allowing for 270 exhibitors from around the world, including AFRL’s booth.
Space Force Awarded
The opening ceremonies also included an announcement of the 2020 Space Foundation awards winners as well as a presentation of the 2021 awards. The U.S. Space Force received the Space Achievement Award for “establishing a new military service branch in addition to the mission operations and partnerships that will secure national and economic security going forward.” The award citation also acknowledged service members’ development of the doctrine, processes, leadership, organizational structures and operations of the world’s first independent space force in fewer than 18 months.
Gen. John “Jay” Raymond, the first Chief of Space Operations for the Space Force, accepted the award on behalf of the nearly
12,000 Guardians, both active duty and civilians, who he said are committed to building the new service.
“Probably the thing I am most proud of are the partnerships that we have built with our international partners, commercial
partners, civil partners, and I can tell you that we are better postured today to handle the challenges that we face in space
than we were the last time the symposium got together,” Raymond said.
Raymond elaborated in his keynote speech the following day, noting that, “space is hard, but it’s almost impossible without
the partners that are represented here [at the symposium].”
AFRL’s Role in Space
Pringle built on Raymond’s statements in her presentation later during the symposium, highlighting AFRL’s presence at the
event and the laboratory’s contributions to space.
“I absolutely love the excitement, the opportunities to connect, the partnerships we can build and the palpable enthusiasm to
exchange ideas that build the space ecosystem together,” Pringle said.
“When it comes to science and technology, I take our role very seriously, and I believe that it’s non-negotiable that we pursue
game-changing technologies for both Airmen and Guardians. We are one lab supporting two services. As Secretary Kendall
says, ‘It’s one team, one fight.’”
(Continued on page 13)
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(Continued from page 12)

The lab’s approximately 6,500 personnel—700 of which are Guardians within the lab—work side-by-side to deliver transformational technologies, including quantum computing, artificial intelligence and microelectronics, across nearly 10 U.S. states
and nine international research project arrangements throughout the world.
“We leverage our expertise across all of our technology directorates in AFRL, and we repeatedly consider the applications to
both the air and space domains. We absolutely know that our way in warfare depends on our space superiority and delivering
air power any time anywhere,” said Pringle.
She gave a snapshot of the team’s accomplishments throughout the years via a timeline of the lab’s history since “the dawn
of the Aviation Age,” a record of which “helped move [AFRL] into the Space Age,” including contributions to the testing of
Apollo rocket engines and multiple intercontinental ballistic missile programs.
Rocket Cargo
The lab continues to support space research and science and technology efforts, including Rocket Cargo, which was announced as the Department of the Air Force’s fourth Vanguard program in June. The DAF released a corresponding solicitation called Rocket Experimentation for Global Agile Logistics, requesting proposals on a broad range of related S&T tech areas. With the Rocket Cargo program, the DAF seeks to determine the viability of using commercially available cargo space
aboard commercial rockets to move up to 100 tons of cargo anywhere in the world in an hour. [See the July 2021 Newsletter
for more on Rocket Cargo]
Pringle also emphasized the criticality of AFRL programs and partnerships during her keynote speech.
“The science and technology ecosystem is expansive—constantly evolving, and innovative ideas come from all different
sources; so, as Gen. Raymond says, ‘This is a team sport.’ From small, medium and large businesses, non-traditionals, federal
labs, agencies and international allies. And with today’s rapidly growing space sector, we have an abundance of potential
partners out there. We’re keen on growing those partnership with academia and industry and leveraging commercial investment to enhance space capabilities.”
SpaceWERX
Pringle also touched on SpaceWERX, calling it “one of our most energetic thrusts in this area.” SpaceWERX, which is part of
the AFRL technology directorate AFWERX, serves as the DAF’s innovation arm for space. Stood up in August, SpaceWERX will
create platforms for space operators, lab engineers and acquisition professionals to work alongside academia and industry to
develop novel solutions. Moreover, SpaceWERX will continue to leverage proven AFWERX tools such as the Small Business
Innovation Research Open Topic, Challenge platform, STRATFI initiative and Prime program.
Pringle noted that the SpaceWERX hub in Los Angeles has “established its first initiative, a SpacePrime, which establishes
SpaceWERX’s mission of fostering innovation and creativity from our small businesses to answer the Space Force’s looming
challenges.”
Pringle explained that public-private partnerships allow industry to leverage AFRL funding and facilities while also expanding
AFRL’s network of collaborative partners and increasing the lab’s exposure to new ideas and commercial innovation.
(Continued on page 14)
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RTES Contract: Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB)
AFRL Promotes ‘One Lab, Two Services’
at Space Symposium
Continued
“In the end, partnerships make us stronger and more able to deliver transformational capabilities, and building on that
partnership is just the beginning,” she said, adding, “Ultimately, the success of the relationship is benefitting both sides.”
On hand at AFRL’s symposium exhibition booth, lab personnel explained how higher education and international organizations can engage with AFRL about forming partnerships. Another area featured was the Air Force and Space Force Tech
Connect website, a portal where users submit ideas and capabilities for potential feedback, collaborations and opportunities. Those interested in interacting with AFRL scientists and engineers on a technical level are encouraged to visit the site
and create a profile.
AFRL’s Space Programs
Displays and booth personnel also provided information on the lab’s innovative space technology programs, including the
aforementioned efforts as well as Navigation Technology Satellite (NTS-3), Space Solar Incremental Demonstrations and
Research Project (SSPIDR) and Rocket-Factory-in-a-Box.
The DAF Vanguard, NTS-3, aims to provide unprecedented position, navigation and timing accuracy via an experimental
navigation satellite.
The SSPIDR project is a series of flight experiments designed to mature critical technologies for building an operational
solar power beaming system in space that provides reliable and logistically agile power to expeditionary forces.
AFRL’s Rachel Delaney, SSPIDR project communication lead, answered questions from interested parties, explaining how
the program aims to capture the sun’s energy on orbit and beam it to the ground for on-demand power in areas where
fossil fuel is both costly and dangerous to transport.
Rocket-Factory-in-a-Box uses agile logistics, revolutionary design and component manufacturing techniques to enable rapid solid rocket motor production in a small footprint with the flexibility to tailor performance to specific solid rocket propulsion missions. [See the July 2021 Newsletter for more on Rocket-Factory-in-a-Box]
“AFRL has been churning out innovative technologies for space application for quite some time,” Pringle said. “We’re a
world-class research and development facility for the Air Force and the Space Force. We were there with you at the dawn of
the Aviation Age, and we’re excited to be with you here now at the dawn of this second new Space Age, inextricably linked
to it as one lab for two services.”

Distribution A: Approved for Public Release; Distribution Unlimited. PA Case Number: AFRL-2022-0195
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RTES Contract: Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB)
Rocket Technology Engineering Services (RTES)
Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) Rocket Lab

Dr. Robert Jensen Elected Associate Fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA)
Continued
Later, he led a Pratt and Whitney-wide Technical Excellence Conference which generated nearly
200 significant papers on proprietary and export controlled technology, contributing substantially
to P&W enterprise knowledge capture efforts. Such publications would not have been allowed in
any other forum.
Furthermore, after transitioning to his current position as an on-site Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL) contractor, his expertise in combustion stability contributed to the success of the AFRL Hydrocarbon Boost (HCB) Program. His support of the HCB Program enabled the development of a
full scale preburner which achieved the highest chamber pressure of any US rocket combustor.
Currently, he is attached to the AFRL Liquid Engines Branch as a Sierra Lobo, Inc. Principal Engineer on
-site support contractor. He is listed as a co-inventor on five injector-related patents and has published more than 30 papers, journal articles and reports in the areas of combustion performance and
stability. He is co-chair of the JANNAF Combustion Stability Panel. His liquid oxygen and methane
combustion stability work was featured in an invited History Session in the 2017 AIAA Propulsion and
Energy Forum. In addition, he is the STEM K-12 Officer in the AIAA Antelope Valley Section. His efforts in that role led to two AIAA national awards for his section in 2020.
Article courtesy of AFRL
Distribution A: Approved for Public Release; Distribution Unlimited. PA Case Number: AFRL-2022-0195
Photos and diagrams courtesy of AFRL
Distribution A: Approved for Public Release; Distribution Unlimited. PA Case Number: AFRL-2021-4302

CMOE

SPOT BONUS AWARDS
Congratulations to SLI employees who have received
SPOT Bonus Awards:
Steve Lynch has provided exceptional leadership in the electric shop, responding to numerous after-hours electrical outages.
He provides technical oversight and maintains a focus on performing all work safely.
Dean Burnett has provided exceptional leadership for the mechanical shop. Dean brings a great deal of experience to the
position and provides technical oversight and maintains a focus on performing all work safely.
Mike Croft was the FO Safety Program SOR drawing for the end of the year 2021.
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Experiment Bound For Space Station
Turns DOWN the Heat
“Because a liquid/vapor mixture and interface behave
differently in space, scientists need to investigate how
boiling and condensation change in microgravity and
obtain the data needed to apply what we’ve learned to
design future heat transfer systems,” said NASA Glenn
Engineer Nancy Hall. Hall is the project manager for the
Flow Boiling and Condensation Experiment (FBCE), which
is scheduled to launch to the International Space Station
in August, aboard the Northrop Grumman Cygnus flight
NG–16.

GRC-2019-C-03694

Photo credit: Bridget Caswell

Jeff Mackey (left) and Guzik (right) perform engineering checks on
the Fluid Module 1 prior to final hardware assembly in 2019.

A lot of power means a lot of heat.
NASA’s future missions to explore the Moon and Mars will
require enormous amounts of electrical power and
hardware to support astronauts and drive new
technologies. This increase in power, however, also
increases the amount of heat generated—and then that
heat needs to be removed so all the spacecraft systems
can function.

“When it comes to microgravity condensation and flow
boiling heat transfer, data and models are extremely
limited,” said Monica Guzik, FBCE chief engineer. “This
experiment is critical to future NASA missions that require
increased efficiency beyond the current single-phase
systems.”
The FBCE consists of seven boxes, or modules. These
modules are connected by cables for data communication
and electrical power. Five of the modules are connected
with flexible hoses to allow circulation of the fluids upon
final integration.

To remove heat efficiently and reduce the mass of the
cooling system, NASA is investigating new methods of
transferring heat in space. One of the most effective
methods for removing heat from its source is flow boiling,
a two-phase process that uses the heat to boil a moving
liquid until it changes it into a vapor and then flows that
vapor away from the source.

Once the hardware is on the space station, astronauts will
integrate the FBCE into the Fluids and Combustion Facility
Fluids Integrated Rack. After passing operational
readiness reviews, FBCE is expected to become functional
later this year. The experiment will then be operated and
monitored by staff in Glenn’s Telescience Support Center.
“Our team has dedicated ten years to developing this
experiment,” said Hall. “FBCE is the first spaceflight
hardware of this complexity built in-house at NASA Glenn
in 20 years.”

The heat can also be transferred by changing a moving
vapor back into a liquid in a process called flow
condensation. Two-phase heat transfer systems, such as
refrigerators, are very effective here on Earth, but more
research is needed to understand how they will function
in microgravity.

By Doreen B. Zudell
(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)
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Built and tested at NASA Glenn by personnel from
multiple organizations, FBCE will conduct a variety of
experiments on the space station to investigate flow
boiling and condensation in microgravity conditions. This
research is a joint effort between Glenn and the Purdue
University Boiling and Two-Phase Flow Laboratory.
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NASA Retires a Research Workhorse
When the U.S. Navy retired its fleet of S-38 Vikings from
active duty in 2009, not all of them were grounded. At
NASA Glenn, one S-3B was being used almost daily as a
flight research aircraft. Acquired in 2004 and flown for the
next 16 years on a variety of research missions, this S-3B
Viking flew off into the sunset on July 14 to its retirement
home at San Diego Air and Space Museum in California.
There it will be used to educate the public about its important role in the U.S. Navy and at NASA.
“This is the last S-3B flying today anywhere in the world,”
said Jim Demers, Glenn’s Flight Operations manager. “It’s
been a workhorse for NASA, but we just can’t source its
unique parts anymore.”
Originally designed by Lockheed Martin as an antisubmarine warfare aircraft, NASA’s S-3B Viking was completely reconfigured in 2006 for flight research purposes.
All weapons systems were removed and replaced with civilian avionics, GPS, and satellite communications systems to
conduct light communications research.
One of its major contributions was helping NASA’s aeronautical innovators define communications standards that
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) can apply to the
unmanned aircraft systems for safe operation in U.S. airspace.
“This old aircraft has been a huge part of ushering in the
future of aviation,” said Mike Jarrell, lead of NASA’s e Command and Control project. “The S-3B has been a perfect
match for our research. It has a nice flat bottom where we
can mount a variety of antennae; it flies steady and goes
low and slow so we can communicate with ground stations.”
Jarrell adds that the S-3B has conducted research flights in
every terrain in the national airspace including mountains,
hills, over water, plains, and deserts. The results of the
flight research have given NASA, the FAA, and its commercial partners a path to secure, reliable command-andcontrol radios used for communication from the ground to
unmanned aircraft systems.

GRC-2021-C-01983

Photo by Bridget Caswell

Stephen Hayes, Aircraft Operations, taxis the S-3B out of the
Glenn Hangar.

The S-3B also flew research flights to monitor algal bloom
growth in Lake Erie and develop hyperspectral imaging
equipment to provide more accurate data for university
scientists studying the problem. The hyperspectral imagers,
mounted to the aircraft’s underbelly, analyze a wide spectrum of light to identify the types of harmful algal blooms
in the water.
“The S-3B gave us the flexibility to fly at different altitudes
to image large swaths of Lake Erie and other bodies of water,” said Roger Tokars, an elliptical and optics engineer
with NASA Glenn. “The other advantage was the aircraft’s
inertial navigation system that helped us calibrate our
equipment for better geo-referencing data.”
NASA’s communications research in advanced air mobility
will continue using a 34 Mentor aircraft as new standards
are developed to recommend to the FAA.
By Nancy Smith Kikenny

GRC-2021-C-01954

Photo by Bridget Caswell

David Brennan, left, and Jose Gonzales, Facilities,
Test and Manufacturing, perform final preflight
tests on one of the S-3B engines.

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Glenn Works to Tame the Boom

GRC-2021-C-02732

Photo credit: Quentin Schwinn

The X-59 sonic boom model is in the sting configuration with the 14-inch pressure rail mounted on the ceiling of the 8x6
SWT test section.

NASA engineers are hoping to lift the ban on commercial supersonic flight over land by replacing the piercing
sonic boom with a quieter sonic “thump.”
In September, Glenn researchers began a test of NASA’s
X-59 Quiet SuperSonic Technology (QueSST) airplane in
the 8– by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel (8x6 SWT) as
part of the Commercial Supersonic Technology project.
Using a small model—measuring about a foot and a half
in length—this test will produce pressure, or “shock
wave,” data to compare with computer modeling and
better predict actual sonic thumps during flights.
A sonic boom is created when shock waves come together as an object travels through the air faster than
the speed of sound. Sonic booms generate enormous
amounts of sound energy, about 110 decibels, similar to
an explosion or a thunderclap to the human ear.
“With the X-59, we want to demonstrate that we can
reduce the annoying sonic booms to something much
quieter, referred to as ‘sonic thumps’,” said John Wolter,
Inlets and Nozzles Branch, and lead researcher on the X59 sonic boom test. “The goal is to provide noise and
community response data to regulators, which could
result in new rules for supersonic flight over land. We
hope to show that we don’t just have a design that is
quieter, but that we also have the tools to predict the
noise of future designs. The sonic boom test will be our
chance to test the accuracy of our predictions.”
(Photo Credit: NASA)
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Photo by Quentin Schwinn

HX5 Sierra employees Chris Yager, left, Mitchell Ahaus, right,
and Emily Wetzig, back, check the X-59 sonic boom model.

(Continued on page 19)
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Wolter said extra effort went into readying the 8x6
SWT, as this is the first test performed in the solid-wall
test section of this tunnel in its 72-year history. “We
will be hosting researchers from NASA’s Ames and
Langley,” he added. “It’s a real team effort.”
Clayton Meyers, Aeronautics Mission Office, and deputy
project manager, Commercial Supersonic Technology
Project, said this is the team’s opportunity to get data at
such low sound levels. “It all comes down to our ability
to measure the ‘thump’.”
In the spring of 2021, members of a multi-center X-59
team evaluated an air data probe in Glenn’s 8x6 SWT.
The probe is installed at the tip of the aircraft’s nose and
is used to measure key flight parameters, as well as the
aircraft’s altitude while flying. The probe was subjected
to various flight conditions, including runs at takeoff,
transonic, and supersonic speeds, to fine-tune and verify
successful hardware and software operation.
This is the last opportunity Glenn will have for subscale
testing before full-scale aircraft—measuring 99.7 feet
long with a wingspan of 29.5 feet—begins to fly next
year. NASA and Lockheed Martin will conduct initial
flight tests to prove the aircraft is safe to operate and its
performance is robust. Then NASA will demonstrate
that the quiet supersonic technology works as designed,
before transitioning to the community of overflight
phase.

GRC-2021-C-02747

Photo by Quentin Schwinn

HX5 Sierra employees Kevin Joyce, left, and Dan Albertini clean
and prepare the X-59 sonic boom model for testing after a
model change.

After this series of testing, the model will go to Tokyo
for additional verification testing by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency.
By Doreen B. Zudell

Read AeroSpace Frontiers online at https://www.nasa.gov/centers/glenn/news/AF/index.html
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AEDC Tests Direct Energy System in Wind Tunnel
Article taken from High Mach Publication Vol. 68, No. 15, August 2, 2021
By Jill Pickett, AEDC Public Affairs
The Aerodynamics
Branch of Arnold
Engineering Devel
opment Complex at
Arnold Air Force
Base is helping the
Air
Force
take
directed energy (DE)
systems airborne.
DE systems use high
-energy lasers or
microwaves
to
degrade or destroy
threats and targets.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

A DE test conducted
recently in the 4-foot
transonic wind tunnel,
or
4T,
is
the
culmination
of
approximately eight
years of work. AEDC
engineers
have
worked with MZA
Associates
Corp.
through
Small
Business
Innovative
Research, or SBIR, and
Commercial
Readiness projects to
develop the Aero
Isolation
Measurement
Sys
tem, or AIMS, to
enable aero-optical
DE testing in the
wind tunnels.

“There is a growing
interest for directed
energy
systems
within
the DOD
[Department
of
A directed energy (DE) system turret is positioned on a sting in the 4-foot
Defense] for many
transonic wind tunnel at Arnold Air Force Base for testing by the
purposes, especially
Aerodynamics Test Branch of Arnold Engineering Development Complex,
defending
our
March 5. Aero-optical wind tunnel testing of a DE system is a new
systems
and
“Simply
put,
this
capability for AEDC. (U.S. Air Force photo illustration by Jill Pickett.) (The
personnel,” said Dr.
system transmits a
appearance of a glow from a laser was simulated for this photo.)
Rich Roberts, chief of
laser to the model,
the
Aerodynamics
uses a miniaturized
Branch
Store
optical bench of sorts
Separation Section.
inside the model,
“There are a number of systems in use and being
then uses fiber optics to pipe the data to a wave front
developed across the DOD. Integrating the DE systems on
sensor system,” Roberts said. “From there, we can analyze
aircraft has obvious benefits but also creates challenges,
data that tells us how the laser was impacted by the tunnel
especially at higher speeds.”
flow field around the model.”
(Photo Credit: NASA)

During flight, an aircraft creates shockwaves in the air and
other aero-optics flow disturbances that can affect the
beam quality and effectiveness of a DE system. Wind
tunnel testing allows test engineers to visualize and
measure these changes to the airflow while controlling
variables such as Mach number and altitude pressure.

MZA also was the customer for the recent test. The compa
ny has been working with the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency on a supersonic aero-mitigation project
with the goal of lessening the impact of high-speed flow
over a turret. A prototype of a flow mitigation fence was
tested in 4T.

High-speed wavefront measurements were made over the
aperture of the directed energy pod. The image on the left
shows a shock over the aperture. The image on the right shows
an example of computational fluid dynamics-predicted optical
distortion formed over the aperture for similar flow conditions.
(Image courtesy of MZA Associates Corp.)
(Continued on page 21)
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(Continued from page 20)

air has on the performance of the system,”
Roberts said. “We are also comparing tunnel test
data to previously generated CFD [computational
fluid dynamics] data to make sure the simulations
properly represent actual data. This test in 4T was
the first time that this system has been
experimentally tested at supersonic conditions,
in addition to the first time that the AIMS system
has been used at AEDC. The test went very well,
getting all the priority data over two days of
testing. An initial look at the data shows a
significant improvement in beam quality using
this new aerodynamic fence design.”
Building on this new capability, AEDC is working
through a SBIR project to develop the Integrated
Directed Energy Aero-Optical Surrogate, or
IDEAS, which is a subscale model of an F-15
aircraft with the ability to test laser pods. The
IDEAS hardware is scheduled to undergo
acceptance testing later this year.
“The ability to perform aero-optical tests of
directed energy systems in the wind tunnels
represents a new test capability for AEDC,”
Roberts said. “As more DE systems are developed
and integrated onto aircraft, we’ll be able to help
with design decisions, creating employment
envelopes, defining adjacent weapons load outs
and other things routinely needed by program
offices and manufacturers.”

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Dr. Rich Roberts, chief of the Aerodynamics Branch Separation
Section of Arnold Engineering Development Complex, looks at a
directed energy (DE) system turret positioned on a sting in the 4foot transonic wind tunnel at Arnold Air Force Base, March 5. The
branch plans to expand DE wind tunnel testing capabilities later
this year with the addition of the Integrated Directed Energy Aero Optical Surrogate, which is a subscale model of an F-15 aircraft
with the ability to test laser pods. (U.S. Air Force photo by Jill
Pickett.)

Follow Us on Social Media
Follow Sierra Lobo on social media to keep up-to-date with the latest company news and benefit from a range of useful resources
through one of the following channels:

Facebook: www.facebook.com/sierralobo
Twitter:
www.twitter.com/sierralobo
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/sierra-lobo-inc
We would like to expand our follower base so we can utilize these resources to quickly and efficiently
disperse company and industry news to our employees, customers, teammates, and all those with
interest in the industry. It is also a great way to keep up with the latest work on our projects and
contracts. By following our company on LinkedIn, becoming a fan on Facebook, or following our
tweets on Twitter, you can be sure that you will hear the latest information first.
Connect with us and — most importantly — with each other. Take a look at our social media posts and
visit our website at www.sierralobo.com to join the conversation.
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AEDC Reactivates 8-inch Barrel for
Hyper-ballistic Range G
Article taken from High Mach Publication Vol. 68, No. 16, August 16, 2021
By Jill Pickett, AEDC Public Affairs
The Hypervelocity Flyout, Impact and Lethality Ground Test
and Evaluation team of the Space Test Branch, Test Division,
successfully reactivated the 8-inch-diameter barrel capability of Hyper-ballistic Range G after the 8-inch barrel sat unused for more than a decade.
Range G, located at Arnold Engineering Development Complex, Arnold Air Force Base,
Tenn., is a two-stage lightgas gun with a soft-launch
capability. Two-stage lightgas guns use a propellant in
the first stage to drive a piston to compress a gas which
ruptures a burst disc and
launches the projectile at
higher velocities than can be
achieved with just propellant
or just gas. Soft-launch describes the minimized acceleration loading experienced
by projectiles while still
achieving
hypervelocity
speeds. This capability allows
for high-fidelity models to be
used that under normal acceleration loading would be
damaged.
The Range G gun is most often fired with the 3.3-inch
diameter barrel. A 4-inch barrel is also available. The larger
8-inch barrel permits the use
of projectiles that are closer
in scale to the actual test article being modeled, in turn
reducing the amount of possible deviation that has to be
accounted for in the data.

full-scale testing. Full-scale testing has been a scheduling
issue for them and our configuration allows them to get
some of the necessary data earlier.”
McKinney said most of the testing completed with the 8inch barrel focuses on impact and interaction between the
projectile and the target. This test was a reverse ballistics
test in which the projectile is
actually what the target material would be in a full-scale
test and the test article, which
would normally be in flight, is
fixed in place.
Reactivating the 8-inch barrel
involved swapping out the 3.3
-inch gun barrel. Each barrel
is comprised of multiple large,
heavy sections. Once the sections of the 8-inch barrel were
in place, they had to be perfectly-aligned and then connected. This included feeding
sections of the barrel into the
test tank through a porthole.
The tank is a vacuum chamber that allows range staff to
simulate various altitudes for
testing.

Tim Gilliam, an Arnold Engineering Development Complex
machinist, adjusts a place on the 8-inch track of the Hyperballistic Range G May 3 at Arnold Air Force Base. After a
projectile leaves the gun barrel it is guided by the track until
within a short distance of the target. (U.S. Air Force photo by
Jill Pickett.)

“The customer was actually unaware of this AEDC capability,
but when they found out from an internal contact, they
reached out,” said Bonni McKinney, an AEDC test engineer
for the Hypervelocity Flyout, Impact and Lethality Ground
T&E capability. “This particular effort is being done in the 8inch configuration, as opposed to the 3.3-inch, to achieve
better scaling for the checkout of diagnostics to be used in
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Adding to the difficulty with
the alignment was the use of
a track for the test. When a
projectile needs to impact in a
precise location, Range G can
be outfitted with a track that
extends from the barrel and
guides the projectile to a
short distance from the impact point. This track must be
perfectly aligned with the barrel.

“The 8-inch barrel is an incredibly unique capability,”
McKinney said. “To my knowledge, AEDC is currently the
only range that has the capability of launching this diameter projectile up to 4 km/sec. That being said, it is also incredibly niche. I think this is an opportunity for AEDC to
provide a much-needed capability to program offices, maybe even one that they didn’t know they needed.”
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Vendors Use AEDC Sea Level Facility to Perform
Validation of Sensors on Turbofan Engine
Article taken from High Mach Publication Vol. 68, No. 20, October 18, 2021
By Deidre Moon, AEDC Public Affairs
The same nine vendors who visited Arnold Air Force Base as part of
the Propulsion Instrumentation Working Group, or PIWG, meetings
last fall recently returned.
This time, instead of simply viewing an engine installed in the Arnold Engineering Development Complex Sea Level Test Cell 1 and
making plans to test, they put SL-1’s capabilities to use by performing validation of new sensors and instrumentation. As part of the
Engine Life Extension and Health Monitoring Program, or ELEHM,
funded by the Air Force Research Laboratory Aerospace Systems
Directorate, or AFRL/RQ, the sensor validation was completed on a
military turbofan engine, specifically an F404 engine, originally developed by General Electric for the F/A-18 Hornet.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

A General Electric F404 engine in Arnold Engineering
Development Complex Sea Level Test Cell 1 is ready for
sensor testing in support of Engine Life Extension and
Health Monitoring Program June 15 at Arnold Air Force
Base. (U.S. Air Force photo by Jill Pickett.)

The F404 engine was set up as a laboratory testbed. Modifications
to borescope port viewing plugs and the low pressure turbine, or
LPT, section of the engine allowed sensors to be installed through
the engine case giving access to the gas flow path and LPT turbine
blades. This enabled the sensors to be evaluated at high temperature and pressure conditions. Ohio Aerospace Institute, also
known as OAI, assisted in overseeing the project as the prime contractor.
Carol Cash, OAI program manager for the ELEHM program, stated it was a unique project and not an easy one to execute, so
she is extremely pleased with the results of the F404 testing at Arnold. “It was certainly a challenging program with an unproven testbed and the pandemic in the middle of our test planning,” Cash said. “But AEDC rose to the challenge and executed a test that provided valuable engine data that helped to further mature multiple sensor and measurement technologies. “A special thank you to Bernie Williamson and Dr. Robert Howard and their team for all the hard work and support, and
to Todd Pickering and the U.S. Navy for their assistance in helping to modify the F404.”
Ruth Sikorski, aerospace engineer with the Turbine Engine Integrity Branch of the AFRL Aerospace Systems Directorate, or
AFRL/RQTI, commended the AEDC team for its efforts in ensuring a successful test program.
“Kudos to the team at AEDC for their flawless execution of a challenging program in the midst of an ongoing pandemic – all
the while keeping their AFRL customers updated on the latest developments, good and bad,” she said. “As a result, we were
able to solve problems in real-time before they had a chance to grow into major headaches.”
Brian Runyon, a senior aerospace engineer with AFRL/RQTI, echoed her sentiments, noting that the team set out to find a
way to cost-effectively test sensor technologies in a large engine demonstrator and met every objective.
“It is a true testament to what can be accomplished when you have a great team that is focused on success,” Runyon said.
“The team leaders would like to express many thanks to participants from AEDC, AFRL, Navy, OAI and PIWG, who put in the
long hours to make this happen. Not only was this new AEDC testbed critical to the ELEHM program, but there’s no doubt
future programs will benefit from this as well.”
The test has also been years in the making, according to Bernie Williamson, test project manager at Arnold. “We have been
working with these vendors on this project since 2018,” Williamson said. “AFRL and PIWG are both happy with the outcome,
but our AEDC team is also very excited to have accomplished the successful sensor validation, as to my knowledge, it had
never been executed on a design and modified engine at that scale before.”
This was just one of the most recent tests performed by PIWG, which has been in existence as a working group since 1995 to
address turbine engine test instrumentation and sensor issues for the development of future gas turbine engine programs.
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AEDC Celebrates 70 Years with Open House
AEDC celebrates 70 years with open house > Arnold Air Force Base > Article Display (af.mil) | July 6, 2021
By Jill Pickett, AEDC Public Affairs
ARNOLD AIR FORCE BASE, Tenn. -The AEDC “Hap Arnold Day” 70th Anniversary Celebration
Open House on June 26 afforded members of the community a
rare opportunity to see behind the fence and learn about the
contributions the men and women of Arnold Engineering Development Complex have made to national defense and the
advancement of technology.
AEDC, headquartered at Arnold Air Force Base, Tenn., was dedicated on June 25, 1951, by President Harry Truman and named
after five-star General of the Air Force Henry ‘Hap’ Arnold.
Since then, organizations and locations have been added to
AEDC bringing the total number of test cells, facilities and offices operated nationwide by AEDC personnel to 68, with more
under construction.
“Arnold Air Force Base and Arnold Engineering Development
210626-F-KN521-0269
U.S. Air Force Photo by Jill Pickett
Complex are really central to the way that we develop air and
space power for the nation,” said Col. Lincoln Bonner, chief,
Lt. Col. Justin Tolliver, director of operations, Space Test Branch,
Test Division, AEDC. “Nearly every high-performance aircraft
Test Division, Arnold Engineering Development Complex, talks
and missile since 1951 in operation today in the Army, Navy,
about the J-6 Large Rocket Motor Test Facility to an attendee of
Marine Corps and United States Air Force has part of its roots
the AEDC “Hap Arnold Day” 70th Anniversary Celebration Open
House, June 26, 2021, at Arnold Air Force Base, Tenn. In the
here at Arnold Air Force Base. And that’s not something that
background is the test cell of J-6, used to test solid rocket momost of the public gets to know or gets to see. Having the optors, such as those in the Minuteman III ICBMs.
portunity to share that with the community, to let them know
how important the workforce here is to the nation, helps us
better communicate and just say ‘thank you’ to the community for all that they do to help support us. Certainly, we are here to
support the nation, but the community, the American taxpayers, the citizens, they’re the ones who provide for all of this; and they
should know just how valuable it really is and everything that it’s done to support our national defense.”
During the open house, attendees drove along a pre-planned route to see the test facilities at Arnold AFB. An estimated 1,075
people attended the event. COVID-19 pandemic policies necessitated the open house be a drive-thru event. Along the route,
members of Team AEDC eagerly shared information about the test capabilities. Attendees could also scan QR codes on a provided map to watch videos about select facilities. Those videos can be viewed at https://www.dvidshub.net/tags/video/hap-arnoldday.
The open house was also an opportunity for members of Team AEDC to share with their families where they work.
“It’s not every day that we get to bring our families out,” said Nick Hibdon, programming chief, Test Engineering Section, Civil
Engineering Branch, AEDC. “Getting to actually bring them out and let them see the size of what we’re dealing with and some of
the capacities that we have is really the goal for today.”
At the end of the day, AEDC Commander Col. Jeffrey Geraghty held a retreat ceremony, with two flyovers, for AEDC military and
Department of Defense personnel. The first flyover was a T-38 Talon of the 586th Flight Test Squadron, 704th Test Group, AEDC,
out of Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico. The second flyover was a pair of F-15 Eagles of the 96th Test Wing out of Eglin Air
Force Base, Florida.
“Since we at Arnold aren’t on the front lines of our defense, I think a lot of times we forget what we’re here for,” Hibdon said.
“We’re making sure that pilots are safe, that our weaponry systems are safe; and I just wanted my kids to get to see that and feel
that a little bit. And, of course, they’re really young, so the excitement of getting to see jets fly over is something they’ll probably
remember for a long time.”
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Come, my friends,
‘Tis not too late to seek a newer world.
- Tennyson, “Ulysses” 1842

Welcome to the Pack

New Additions to the Pack

Name

Title

Location/Contract

Aguilar, Alfredo

Boiler Operator

ATOM-4

Zimmerman, David

Engineering Technician V

Lowe, Allison

Training Representative

Corp

Schultz, Blake L.

Human Resources Generalist

Corp

Bostater, Nicholas

Buyer 1

Corp

White, Jeffrey M.

Buyer 2

Corp

Barto, Isabelle

Administrative Assistant

Corp

Mock-McGuire, Nicole

Staff Accountant

Corp

Baaske, Scott

Eng Tech V

Corp

Sanders, Robert

Mechanical Engineer

MEDALS

Mackell, Perez

Electrical Technician II

OMES II

Cody, James

Chief Engineer

OMES II

Reeds, Brenden

Liquid Rocket Research Engineer

RTES

LeValley, Jeremy

Quality Assurance Manager

RTES

Wojcik, Matthew

Financial Operations Specialist

RTES

Vazquez, Jesse

Mechanical Design Engineer Intern

RTES

Rice, Jody

Facility Projects Manager

RTES

Vallyani, Rahim

Aerospace Systems Analyst

RTES

CMOE

(Continued on page 26)
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Name

Title

Location/Contract

Lucht, Todd

Department Manager

TEST3

Lucht, Karen

Business Manager

TEST3

Meerscheidt, Michelle

Deputy Program Manager

TEST3

Woessner, Herman

Safety & Quality Manager

TEST3

Kelly, Terence

Department Manager

TEST3

Ross, Brian

Department Manager

TEST3

Garcia, Kristina

Human Resources Manager

TEST3

Ceniceros, Sarah

Business Analyst

TEST3

Luceros, Ralph

Mechanical Engineer

TEST3

Buchanan, Vanessa

Scientist

TEST3

Moreno, Luis

Mechanical Engineer

TEST3

Rodriguez, Mary

HR Coordinator

TEST3

Acosta, Anthony

Machinist A

TEST3

Acosta, Grecia

Systems Engineer Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Acosta, Joel

Scientific Techngist Prf Sr

TEST3

Aday, Jordan

Mechanical Engr Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Alday, Jose

Materials Test Tech B

TEST3

Alvarez, Jonathon

Mechanical Engr Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Anderson, John

Reliability Engr Prof Expert

TEST3

Apodaca, Phillip

Machinist B

TEST3

Araiza, Marie

Occupational Health Prof Intmd

TEST3

Avalos, Gilbert

Materials Test Tech B

TEST3

Barouch, Damon

Electronics Test Tech C

TEST3
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Name

Title

Location/Contract

Barrett, Denise

Administrative Assistant

TEST3

Barrio, Rick

System Test Tech A - Lead

TEST3

Beck, John

Depot System Test Tech C

TEST3

Benaway, Curtis

Data Analyst B_JWSG

TEST3

Bouvet, John

Materials Test Tech B

TEST3

Buchanan, Vanessa

Biologist Prof Career

TEST3

Bullington, Joe

Business Operations Mgmt Mgr

TEST3

Burlingham, Julio

Mechanical Engineering Sr Supv

TEST3

Burnam, Denzil

Safety Prof Sr

TEST3

Burnham, Richard

Clean Room Tech C

TEST3

Calzada, Pablo

Mechanical Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

Carden, Anthony

Electrical Engr Prof Sr

TEST3

Cassidy, Drew

Mechanical Engr Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Castaneda, Rafael

Mechanical Engr Prof Entry

TEST3

Castro, Abraham

Mechanical Engr Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Ceniceros, Sarah

Business Analyst Prof Assoc

TEST3

Chaparro, Robert

Electrical Engr Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Chavez, Gilbert

Electrical Engr Prof Career

TEST3

Chavez, Jorge

System Test Tech B

TEST3

Coleman, James

Depot System Test Tech C

TEST3

Cone, Darren

Matrls Engr Prof Sr Expert

TEST3

Coulter, James

System Test Tech B

TEST3

Critz, Thomas

Mechanical Engr Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Cruse, Brandon

Materials Test Tech C

TEST3

Cruz, Gary

Electronics Test Tech A

TEST3
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Name

Title

Location/Contract

Cuaron, Alejandro

Matrls Engr Prof Entry

TEST3

Cuevas, Eva

Quality Assur Prof Career

TEST3

Cuevas, Yessenia

Business Analyst Prof Intermd

TEST3

Curiel, Paulette

Mechanical Engr Prof Entry

TEST3

Cuvelier, Albert

Mechanical Engr Prof Entry

TEST3

Dang, Nam

Electrical Engr Prof Entry

TEST3

De Santiago, Judith

Accounting Clerk III

TEST3

Defibaugh-Chavez, Patrick

Systems Support Prof Career

TEST3

Delgado, Alberto

Matrls Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

DeVillez, Paul

Mechanical Engr Prof Sr

TEST3

Diaz, Marcos

Mechanical Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

Doak, Jessica

Subcontract Admin Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Dominguez, Arturo

Mechanical Engr Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Donisthorpe, Karysta

Chem Analysis Tech C

TEST3

Doyon, Brian

Electronic Test Spec Lead

TEST3

Drexler, Xavier

Chemist Prof Sr

TEST3

Dublin, Timothy

Mechanical Engr Prof Entry

TEST3

Dyer, Grant

Materials Test Specialist LD

TEST3

Elliott, Reed

Photographer/Cine.A - LD

TEST3

Enriquez, Juan

Mechanical Engr Prof Entry

TEST3

Esqueda, Monica

Accounting Prof Entry

TEST3

Evrage, Clifton

Fluid Comp Tech B

TEST3

Faircloth, Phillip

Database Admin Prof Career

TEST3

Farmer, Randy

Tech/Sci Consult Mgr

TEST3

Favela, Gabriel

Materials Test Tech A

TEST3
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Name

Title

Location/Contract

Favela, Leeanne

Secretary III

TEST3

Fisher, Aaron

Electronics Test Tech C

TEST3

Fling, Daniel

Quality Assur Prof Sr

TEST3

Flores, Javier

Scientist Prof Assoc

TEST3

Fonseca, Emmanuel

Electronics Test Tech C

TEST3

Gallegos, Raul

Electrical Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

Gallus, Timothy

Chemical Engr Prof Sr

TEST3

Gamboa, Cynthia

Business Analyst Prof Intermd

TEST3

Garcia, Bertha

Business Analyst Prof Entry

TEST3

Garcia, David

Depot Electronic Test Spec

TEST3

Garcia, Dennis

Materials Test Tech B

TEST3

Garcia, Pete

Electronics Test Tech A Lead

TEST3

Garcia, Salomon

Chem Specialist

TEST3

Garcia, Thomas

Blockhouse Monitor Coord

TEST3

Garnanez, Nelvin

Mechanical Engr Prof Career

TEST3

Gascon, Daniel

Safety Prof Entry

TEST3

Geiger, Rosanna

Chem Analysis Tech B

TEST3

Getkin, Robert

Safety Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Goff, Raymond

Altitude Boiler Sys Tec A -LD

TEST3

Gonzalez, Alan

Engineering Technician V

TEST3

Gonzalez, Ashley

Metrology Technician C

TEST3

Gonzalez, Ramiro

Engineering Technician IV

TEST3

Gorham, Richard

Mechanical Engineering Mgr

TEST3

Greene, Benjamin

Chemist Prof Spec

TEST3

Guerra, Juan Carlos

Mechanical Engr Prof Entry

TEST3
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Name

Title

Location/Contract

Guerrero, Jesus

System Test Tech C

TEST3

Gutierrez, Gerard

Altitude Boiler Sys Tech B

TEST3

Gutierrez, Salvador

Lab Electr Tech B

TEST3

Hallczuk, Michael

Mechanical Engr Prof Career

TEST3

Hamilton, Kimberly

Program Advisor Prof Assoc

TEST3

Hansen, James

Electrical Engineering Mgr

TEST3

Harris, Robert

Metrology Technician A

TEST3

Haywood, Jonathan

Blockhouse Monitor Sr.

TEST3

Heird, Charles

Quality Assur Mgr

TEST3

Henderson, Donald

Mechanical Engr Prof Career

TEST3

Hendon, David

Visual Media Prof Assoc

TEST3

Heredia, Gerardo

Mechanical Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

Hignight, Jessica

Accounting Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Hornung, Steven

Chemist Prof Career

TEST3

Humphris, Marc

Safety Prof Assoc

TEST3

Irion, Adam

Division VP & General Mgr, CMS

TEST3

Jackson, Tyler

Electronics Test Tech C

TEST3

Jacques, Leo

Metrology Spec Mech - Lead

TEST3

Jordan, Ayrton

Matrls Engr Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Juarez, Alfredo

Mechanical Engr Prof Career

TEST3

Kaczmarski, Jarrett

Mechanical Engr Prof Career

TEST3

Kalson, Keith

Data Analyst B_JWSG

TEST3

Kelley, John

Clean Room Tech A

TEST3

Kendall, Calvin

Machinist Specialist

TEST3

Lane, Greg

Project Engineering Prof Sr

TEST3
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Name

Title

Location/Contract

Ledesma, Jerry

Mechanical Engineering Mgr

TEST3

Ledesma, Ron

Materials Test Specialist LD

TEST3

Lee, Daniel

Clean Room Tech C

TEST3

Lett, Kevin

Mechanical Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

Levario, Federico

Altitude Boiler Sys Tec A -LD

TEST3

Lombardi, Louis

System Test Tech Spec - LD

TEST3

Lonasee, Shawn

Mechanical Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

Lopez, Jose

Chem Analysis Tech A

TEST3

Lopez, Ubaldo

Mechanical Engr Prof Entry

TEST3

Lozada, Laura

Technical Writer Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Lucero, Ralph

Mechanical Engr Prof Career

TEST3

Lujan, Jesus

Electrical Engr Prof Entry

TEST3

Lujan, Richard

Mechanical Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

Lujan, Tony

Altitude Boiler Sys Tech B

TEST3

Luna, Antonio

System Test Tech C

TEST3

Madrid, Ricardo

Materials Test Tech A

TEST3

Maese, Branden

Mechanical Engr Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Mahoney, James

Mechanical Engr Prof Career

TEST3

Mannon, Johnny

Materials Test Specialist

TEST3

Marquez Zubia, Eva

Accounting Prof Entry

TEST3

Martinez, Carlos

System Test Tech A - Lead

TEST3

Martinez, Martin

Materials Test Tech C

TEST3

Mast, Dion

Scientist Prof Career

TEST3

Mathe, Steven

Scientist Prof Assoc

TEST3

Maynes, Andrew

Mechanical Engr Prof Career

TEST3
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Name

Title

Location/Contract

McCullough, David

Mechanical Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

McDougle, Stephen

Physicist Prof Career

TEST3

Medina, David

System Test Tech C

TEST3

Mendoza, Gerardo

Electronics Test Tech B

TEST3

Mirabal, Paul

Materials Test Tech A

TEST3

Monarrez, Fernando

Mechanical Engr Prof Entry

TEST3

Montoya, Kenneth

Database Admin Prof Career

TEST3

Moore, Tolman

Materials Test Tech B

TEST3

Morales, Michael

Chemist Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Morales, Randolph

System Test Tech C

TEST3

Moreno, Luis

Mechanical Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

Moreno, Oded

Business Analyst Prof Intermd

TEST3

Moya, Jose Nicolas

Engineering Technician V

TEST3

Mullison, Alexander

Mechanical Engr Prof Entry

TEST3

Muniz, Salvador

Electrical Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

Murdock, Raymond

System Test Tech Spec - LD

TEST3

Murphy, Richard

Mechanical Engr Prof Career

TEST3

Najera, Ernesto

Fluid Comp Tech A

TEST3

Offutt, Franklin

Machinist B

TEST3

Ogden, Damon

Mechanical Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

Pacheco, Aaron

Lab Electr Tech A

TEST3

Padilla, Julio

Scientist Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Padilla, Roberta

Secretary III

TEST3

Palacios, Hector

Subcontract Admin Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Palacios, Jocelyn

Business Analyst Prof Intermd

TEST3
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Name

Title

Location/Contract

Pardo, Arturo

Lab Electr Tech A - Lead

TEST3

Parra, Daniel

Metrology Technician A

TEST3

Paz, Neil

Scientist Prof Assoc

TEST3

Peebles, Darwin

Config Mgt Analyst Career

TEST3

Perez, Randy

Mechanical Engr Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Perez, Rosemary

Accounting Clerk III

TEST3

Pinedo, Marcos

System Test Tech C

TEST3

Pinon, Roberto

Materials Test Tech B

TEST3

Pizarro, David

Subcontract Admin Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Placencia, Salvador

TES Technician, Sr. - NTEC

TEST3

Prieto, Joshua

Clean Room Tech B, Lead

TEST3

Puentes, Alfredo

Machinist B Lead

TEST3

Puentes, Jamie

Visual Media Prof Assoc

TEST3

Quezada, George

Materials Test Tech B

TEST3

Ramos, Jim

Depot Elec Test Tech B

TEST3

Ramos Miranda, Elias

Scientist Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Rangel, Roberto

Mechanical Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

Ray, Nicole

Systems Support Prof Intermd

TEST3

Redhorse, Olivia

Data Scientist Intrmd

TEST3

Reiser, Thomas

Software Engineer Career

TEST3

Reyes, Edgar

Matrls Engr Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Rivera, Ceasar

Mechanic Welder, Jr.

TEST3

Rivera, Jesus

Database Admin Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Roberson, Neil

Fluid Comp Tech A

TEST3

Robinson, Robert

System Test Tech A

TEST3
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Name

Title

Location/Contract

Robles, James

System Test Tech A

TEST3

Robles, Roberto

Mechanical Engr Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Rodriguez, Christopher

System Test Tech B - Lead

TEST3

Rodriguez, Daniel

Mechanical Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

Rohe, Scott

Mechanical Engineering Mgr

TEST3

Romansky, Moira

Technical Writer Mgr

TEST3

Romero, Samuel

Electr Calib Tech B

TEST3

Rosales, Keisa

Chemical Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

Rubio, Carlos

Mechanical Engr Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Ruiz, Marco

Mechanical Engr Prof Career

TEST3

Saldivar, Manuel

Mechanic Welder Lead

TEST3

Saldivar, Samantha

Secretary III

TEST3

Salinas, Andrew

Depot Systems Test Tech C

TEST3

Samaniego, Andrew

System Test Tech C

TEST3

Sandoval, Salvador

Mechanical Engr Prof Career

TEST3

Sandy, Marcus

Mechanical Engr Prof Sr

TEST3

Saulsberry, Regor

Mechanical Engr Prof Spec

TEST3

Seward, Brett

Materials Test Tech B

TEST3

Silva, Emmanuel

Scientist Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Smith, Dennis

Mechanical Engineering Mgr

TEST3

Spencer, Paul

Matrls Engineering Prof Sr

TEST3

Squire, Timothy

System Test Tech C

TEST3

Stamnos, Christopher

System Test Tech B

TEST3

Starritt, Larry

Mechanical Engineering Mgr

TEST3

Stevens, Mark

Mechanical Engr Prof Career

TEST3
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Title

Location/Contract

Supnet, Natalie

Mechanical Engr Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Teeples, Brandon

Photographer/Cine B

TEST3

Telles, Javier

Electrical Engr Prof Career

TEST3

Thompson, Kenneth

Mechanical Engineering Mgr

TEST3

Torres, Fred

Metrology Technician C

TEST3

Torres, Koren

Business Analyst Prof Intermd

TEST3

Torres, Steven

Mechanical Engineering Mgr

TEST3

Trujillo, Gabriel

Mechanical Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

Turner, Sandra

Word Processor II

TEST3

Van Valkenburg, Juanita

Secretary III

TEST3

Vega, Jared

System Test Tech C

TEST3

Vigil, Jose

Mechanical Engr Prof Intrmd

TEST3

Vines, George

Chem Analysis Tech C

TEST3

Vise, April

Technical Writer Prof Assoc

TEST3

White, William

Metrology Technician C

TEST3

Williams, Thomas

Mechanical Engr Prof Entry

TEST3

Williams, Victoria

QA Clerk

TEST3

Wojtko, Christopher

Mechanical Engr Prof Career

TEST3

Woods, Brenton

Matrls Engr Prof Assoc

TEST3

Woods, Stephen

Chemist Prof Sr

TEST3

Zavala, Gabriel

System Test Tech B

TEST3
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SLI’s TDEC is the “Go-To” Facility for Critical Reachback
With ten patents and the recipients of two prestigious Research and Development (R&D) 100
awards for engineering excellence, the TDEC team focuses on “Mission Success.” We combine
expertise in engineering and engineering services at our TDEC facility with a broad range of
critical skills at our Government service contracts to help our customers meet their mission
objectives. A sample of our skills and capabilities include:
■ Thermal and structural design simulation and analysis
■ Cryogenic fuels and oxidizers, conditioning, storage, transferring, and handling
■ Specialty processes vessels, hardware, and manufactured systems
■ System design, integration, commissioning, and operation
■ Design for hazardous locations and classifications
■ Fatigue and fracture mechanics and fitness for service
■ Flight hardware development and support
Our 35,000 sq. ft. Milan, Ohio engineering, manufacturing, and testing facility includes a Class
1,000 clean room; Class 100,000 clean area; 6,800 sq. ft. fabrication, assembly and test area; a
secure ESDPA for assembly, integration and test; and state-of-the-art IT infrastructure for virtual engineering. Our cryogenic fuels and oxidizer testing complex, the Sierra
Lobo Test Facility (SLTF), includes:
■ Liquid hydrogen and oxygen storage and distribution
■ High- and low-speed DAQ, video, and controls
■ Class I, Group B, C, and D electrical classification
Our award-winning services include:
■ Research and technology and product development
■ Specialty engineering and analysis
■ Systems engineering
■ Specialty process system hardware
■ Test support hardware and facility enhancements
■ Test article development and system development and integration
Our Pasadena, California laboratory and clean room includes 600 sq. ft. of multi-purpose lab
space; 540 sq. ft. of ISO Class 7 clean space with 4x12 ft. and 4x6 ft. optical tables with pneumatic isolation; and a pair of laminar flow benches capable of ISO Class 3 cleanliness. The entire space is finished off with ESD dissipative flooring to allow safe integration of delicate electronics.

Special Thanks to Sierra Lobo’s Program Managers
Many thanks to our dedicated Program Managers for providing the newsletter editor
with the updates of the various contracts, events, and volunteer experiences of their
employees. Without you, we wouldn’t be informed of all the great things that Sierra
Lobo, Inc. is involved with on both a professional and personal level.

Corporate Office

102 Pinnacle Drive
Fremont, OH 43420
Phone: 419-332-7101
Fax: 419-332-1619

Technology Development
and Engineering Center
11401 Hoover Road
Milan, OH 44846
Phone: 419-499-9653 (WOLF)
Fax: 419-499-7700

Regional Offices
Greenbelt Office

6301 Ivy Lane - Suite 620
Greenbelt, MD 20770
Phone: 301-875-8006
Fax: 301-313-0243

Pasadena Office

465 North Halstead Street- Suite 130
Pasadena, CA 91107
Phone: 626-510-6340
Fax: 626-510-6360

About Sierra Lobo, Inc.
Founded in 1993, Sierra Lobo, Inc. employs over 550 high-achieving, dedicated
engineers, technicians, and administrative personnel. Sierra Lobo is a Hispanic,
American-owned, small-disadvantaged business with its corporate office in Fremont,
Ohio. Sierra Lobo is a two-time winner of NASA’s most prestigious quality award, the
George M. Low award, most recently in 2011. Sierra Lobo is also a winner of two R&D
100 awards for development of advanced technologies. We received certification to
the International Aerospace Quality Group AS9100 standards. Additionally, we are
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9001:2015 registered as “A
Provider of Engineering and Technical Services, including Hardware Fabrication and
Testing to the Aerospace and Transportation Industries.” An independent rating
authority independently assessed us a Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI ®DEV) Capability Level 2, fully compliant and Level 3 compliant in Risk Management.

www.sierralobo.com

We are known by the tracks we leave…
Wolves have long been regarded by Native Americans as teachers or pathfinders. Wolves are fiercely loyal to their mates and have
a strong sense of family, while maintaining individualism. To many, the wolf symbolizes freedom, the spirit of nature,
resourcefulness, and adaptability, even under the most dire circumstances. Sierra Lobo (mountain wolf) takes its name from this
resilient creature and aspires to the extraordinary traits that the wolf has come to symbolize.
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